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OPERATORS COMMUTING WITH BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS
OF PROJECTIONS OF FINITE MULTIPLICITY

L. TZAFRIRI

The purpose of this paper is to study the algebra Ξ of
all the operators which commute with a complete countably
decomposable Boolean algebra of projections of uniform finite
multiplicity. It will be shown that the sum, product and
strong limit (under suitable conditions) of spectral operators
in Ξ are also spectral.

Foguel [11], using a matricial representation of operators in Ξ,
has obtained the first results in this direction; his methods will be
often used in this paper.

We shall start by giving a necessary and sufficient condition for
an operator in S to be spectral, which is similar to a theorem of
Foguel in Hubert spaces (see [10, Th. 3.2]). Relying on this theorem
we can prove that the sum and the product of a finite number of
commuting spectral operators in Ξ are spectral even in the case when
the underlying space is not weakly complete. This result generalizes
a theorem of McCarthy [12] which asserts the boundedness of the
Boolean algebra of projections generated by two bounded commuting
Boolean algebras of projections such that one of them is complete,
countably decomposable and contains no projection of infinite multi-
plicity.

Later we shall study the convergence of the operators of Ξm In
connection with these problems, it should be pointed out that one of
the most important questions in the theory of spectral operators is
to decide when the strong limit of a sequence of spectral operators
is a spectral operator. Bade has established in [1] that the strong
limit of a sequence of spectral operators of scalar type on a reflexive
space is a spectral operator of scalar type if their resolutions of the
identity are uniformly bounded and their spectra lie in a fixed i?-set
(for instance the real line). We prove here, and this seems to be
the main result of this paper, that the strong limit of a sequence of
spectral operators commuting with a Boolean algebra of projections
of uniform finite multiplicity (the operators need not commute) is
a spectral operator provided that their resolutions of the identity are
uniformly bounded (with no restriction on the distribution of their
spectra or on the underlying space).

1* Preliminaries* Our notation is essentially that of Bade [3]
and Foguel [11], For convenience we shall summarize here some
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facts from these two papers.
A Boolean algebra of projections g7 will be called complete if for

every family (Ea) £ Sf the projections V Ea

 a n ( i A Ea exist in g7

and, moreover

( 1 1 ) (V Ea)X=dm{EaX};

(AEa)X=ΠEaX

A projection £7 e g7 will be called countably decomposable if every
family of disjoint projections in g7 bounded by E is at most countable.
If the identity / e g 7 satisfies this condition g7 will be called countably
decomposable.

Throughout the paper X will denote a fixed Banach space and g*
a complete countably decomposable Boolean algebra of projections having
uniform multiplicity N; N < oo. (see [3, Def. 2.1]). In view of [6, Th.
XVΠ-3-9], g* can be considered as the range of a spectral measure
£/(•) defined on the Borel sets of a compact Hausdorff space Ω. Thus
by Bade [3] there exist N vectors xl9 x19 , xN and N bounded linear
functionals x*,xϊ, , x% such that:

(i.2) x=y m(χk)
fc=l

where ϊΰl(x) = dm {E(a)x \ a a Borel set}; the measures μk = xtE(-)xk

are positive and equivalent and xfE(a)xk = 0 for every Borel set a
and i Φ k. Bade has also shown that there exists a linear continous
one-to-one map T of X onto a dense subspace of Σ*=i -k(̂ > Λ). Fol-
lowing [11], instead of writing

we shall use the notation

In what follows we shall denote by Mo a constant such that || E\\ ^ Mo,
for every E e g 7 .

Let Ξ be the algebra of bounded operators which commute with
all the projections of g7. Foguel has proved in [11] that for every
AeΞ there corresponds a matrix of measurable functions

a^ω) G Lψ, μt) 1 ̂  i, j ^ i\Γ
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such that

Ax ~ {aiό(ω))\

This matrix may be decomposed in the form:

(1.3)
N

Jfc = l

where zk(ω); 1 ^ k ^ N are measurable bounded functions (| «A(ω) | ^
|| A || a.e.) and e^ω); 1 ^ k ^ N and ίyK(ω) are matrices of measurable
functions satisfying:

if i Φ j εi(ω)εi(ω) = 0

( 1 4 ) 4(ω) - ek(ω) 1 g ft ^ ΛΓ

) ) * = ( ) .

Moreover, there exist N Borel sets βu β2, •••,/?# whose union is Ω
such that on βk the numbers z^ω), , zk(ω) are different while

2* Sums and products of spectral operators* Let A e Ξ be an
operator having the matricial representation (1.3). Foguel [10, Th.
3.2] has proved that if the underlying space is a Hubert space then A
is spectral whenever the components of the matrices εk(ω); 1 51 k ^ N
are a.e. uniformly bounded. Giving an adequate example, [11, p. 690],
he has shown that this theorem cannot be generalized to Banach spaces.
Changing the statement of this above mentioned theorem of Foguel
we can prove the next result.

THEOREM 1. An operator AeΞ having the matricial represen-
tation (1.3) is spectral if and only if there exist projection Ek e Ξ;
1 <; k ^ N corresponding to the matrices εk(ω); 1 S k ^ N.

Proof.1 Assume the existence of the projections Ek e Ξ; 1 ^ k ^ N
whose matricial representations are ek(ω); 1 S k ^ N. By [11, Lemma
2.2] \zk(ω)\ ^ || A | | a.e. 1 ^ k g N and therefore by Th. 2.1 of the
same paper

(2.1) A = Σ (\zk(co)E(dω)^Ek -

1 The idea of this proof has been communicated to the author by Foguel.
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where Λ^ is a nilpotent of order N commuting with Ek; 1 ^ k S N
and Ek are commuting disjoint projections whose sum is the identity
(see (1.4)). According to [6, Th. XVI-5-3], A is a spectral operator
of finite type and its resolution of the identity is

(2.2)

Conversely, if A e Ξ is spectral and Sf is its scalar part then by
[11, Th. 2.3] there exists a sequence of Borel sets ap g Ω; p = 1, 2, ,
increasing to Ω and such that

(2.3) AE(ap) = Σ (( zk(ω)E(dω))EktP + ^ p = 1, 2, . . .

where Ek,p are disjoint projections whose sum is E(ap) and «^^ is a
nilpotent of order N. By [4, Th. 8] we get

SΈ(a9) = Σ ([ zk(ω)E(dω))Eh9P p = 1, 2, . . .

Thus χajiω)^^zh{ω)εk(ω) corresponds to S^E{ap). By [11, Th. 2.2]

we see that Σ ί ^ i s*(ω)ε*(ω) * s a matricial representation for ^ .
Now, let us assume that ^ — {G(δ); δ a Borel set on the plane}

is the resolution of the identity of A (or £f) and \\G\\SM1 for
every G e ^ . By McCarthy [12], the Boolean algebra of projections
^ generated by g7 and <& is bounded and || J P | | g %VΎΪπ M0M1 =
M; F e ^ . Thus by [6, Lemmas 1 and 2], the uniformly closed algebra
of operators, %{^r) generated by J^ is a full algebra equivalent to
the algebra of continuous functions on its own space of maximal
ideals C(3Ji). Furthermore,

|| UII ^ AM sup I U(m) | U e §ί(J^"~) .
mem

But from the explicit form of the projections EktP given in [11, p. 687]
(where instead of the powers of A we can put those of &*) we have
Ek,pe 51(^0; 1 ^ k ^ N; p = 1, 2, . Since Ek>p are projections EktP(m)
will be characteristic functions, i.e. || 23^ || ^ AM; l^k^N p —
1, 2, . Now, let us remark that

EliP + E2,p + + ENiP = E(ap) p = 1, 2, . . .

and by multiplication with Ek,m; 1 ^ k ^ N; m ^ p we get

Ek,p = Ek,mE(ap)

(in fact all these relations are satisfied by the respective matricial
representations and thus, by [11, Th. 2.1], hold for operators too).
Then for every xe X
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\\Ektmx - EktPx\\ = \\Ek,m(x - E(a,)x)\\ £4M\\x- E(a,)x\\

and we can define Ekx = limm^ooEk,mx; xeX. It is easy to see that
Ek; 1 5Ξ; k ^ N will be disjoint projections belonging to Ξ and corre-
sponding to the matrices sk(ω); 1 ^ k ^ N.

LEMMA 2. Let Pk e Ξ; k = 1, 2, , n be commuting projections.
Then the Boolean algebra of projections generated by them and g7 is
complete.

Proof. One can easily see that it suffices to prove the assertion
for n = 1. Let us remark that the Boolean algebra of projections
generated by g7 and a projection Pe Ξ has the form:

J ^ = {EP + EPf I J57, Ee %?}

where Pf — I ~ P. In order to show that j ^ ~ is complete let us
observe that

V (EaP + EaP') = (V Ea)p + (V Ea)P'

A (EaP + ^ P ' ) - ( λ E«)P + ( λ ^«)P'

for g7 is complete. Thus ^ is complete as an abstract Boolean
algebra (see [3, p. 509]) and we will conclude by proving that in
every family of projections satisfies (1.1). Indeed,

[(V Ea)P + (V Ea)p]

= elm [(v E^jPX U (V 8a)P'x]

= elm {[PX n (V tfα)*] u [ P ' X n (v E«)

= elm | P J n elm (ψ £Jαx)] U [P'JΓ Π elm (ψ ^α

= elm | ( y P ^ x ) U (y P'^x)}

= elm [ y (PEaX U P'^αX)]

= elm [ y (PEa + P'Ea)XJ

and in a similar way for the greatest lower bound.

McCarthy has proved in [12] that the Boolean algebra of pro-
jections generated by two bounded commuting Boolean algebras of
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projections is bounded provided one of the original algebras is com-
plete, countably decomposable, and contains no projection of infinite
multiplicity. Dunford [4, Th. 19] and Foguel [7, Th. 7] have shown
that if the Boolean algebra of projections generated by the resolutions
of the identity of two bounded commuting spectral operators on a
weakly complete Banach space is bounded, then the sum and the
product of these operators are spectral. In the following theorem
we prove the spectrality of the sum and product of two commuting
spectral operators in 3 with no restriction on the underlying space
or on their resolutions of the identity.

THEOREM 3. Let A', A" e 3 be two commuting spectral operators.
Then A' + A" and A!A!f are spectral. Moreover, the Boolean algebra
of projections generated by their resolutions of the identity may be
imbedded in a complete Boolean algebra of projections and thus is
bounded.

Proof. By Theorem 1 there exist projections E'k and Ek; 1 g k ̂  N
such that

A! = J j

A" = Σ Qz'k'(ω)E(dωήEί'+

But from [11, p. 687] it follows that E'k,p commutes with Ef/>m for
every 1 ̂  k, j ^ N; p, m = 1, 2, . Since E'kx = lim^*, EiPx; x e X,
and E'/x = limm_ooEf

ά\mx\ xe X we have that Ek commutes with E";
ISkjSN. Denote

and

ZUω) = zί(ω) z^(ω) = z'/(ω) .

Then

A + A" = Σ (t(«ί,i(α>) + z^(ω))E(dω))Fk>j (
k,j=l \J /

where Fk,ό are disjoint projections commuting with Ar and A". By
[6, XVI-5-3] it will follow that A! + A" is spectral. Therefore
(A' + A"f and - (A' — A'Ύ are spectral operators belonging to 3
and by the first part of the proof we can conclude that

A!A" = — [{A' + A"f - (A' - A")2]
4
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is also spectral.
In order to prove the last statement it suffices to observe that

by Lemma 2 the Boolean algebra of projections generated by I? and
the projections E'k, E"\ 1 ^ k ^ JV is complete and contains the reso-
lutions of the identity of both the operators which are explicitly
given by (2.2). Using Bade [2, Th. 2.2] we get that this Boolean
algebra of projections is bounded.

The next theorem will show that in most cases we are actually
dealing with a separable space.

THEOREM 4. Let A be a spectral operator on the Banach space
Xi g7 = {E{ )} its resolution of the identity defined on the Borel
sets of the complex plane. The underlying space X will be separable
if and only if

(a) ^ is complete and countably decomposable.
(b) The multiplicity of each E e g7 is not greater than ^ 0 .

Proof. The necessity is obvious. Conversely, if (a) and (b) hold,
then, by Bade [3, Def. 3.2]

X = e l m {M(x) \xeY}

where the cardinal power of the set Y is not greater than ^ 0 and
therefore, one can easily see that it suffices to show that 5Ul(a?) is a
separable subspace for every x e Y.

Let {en}; n = 1, 2, be a countable base of the topology of the
complex plane. Denote 2JΪ = c\m{E(en)x; n — 1, 2, •}. Since if is
a complete Boolean algebra of projections E(d)x e 3Ji for every open
set δ. Now, if e is a Borel set and E(e)x $ SJJl then by Hahn-Banach
theorem we can find a bounded linear functional x* e X* satisfying;

x*E(e)x = 1 x*z = 0 z e 3JΪ

and this fact contradicts the regularity of the scalar measure x*E( )x.
Thus Wl(x) = 2Jϊ is separable.

3* Convergence in Ξ. In this section we shall study properties
concerning strong convergence in Ξ. Let A, An e Ξ; n = 1, 2, be
operators having the correspondent matricial representations

(aiS(ω)), (a[f(ω)) n - 1, 2, . . . .

Foguel [10, Th. 2.3] has proved that on a Hubert space the sequence
of operators {An} converges strongly to the operator A if and only if:
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( i ) the sequence of functions {aif(ω)} converges in measure to

(ii) the sequence {||AΛ||} is bounded.
In the general case of Banach spaces he has proved in [11, Th.

2.2] the sufficiency of this theorem under the following additional
assumption

(iii) ζ){ω\\ a\f(ω) | S k; 1 S i, j ^ N; n - 1, 2, ...} = Ω .

We shall show that it is superflous. Indeed, in the proof of the
previous theorem, Foguel has shown that (relying only on (i) and (ii))

lim AnE(e)xk = AE(e)xk l^k^N
n~*oo

for every Borel set e, on which the functions a{$(ω) are uniformly
bounded. Denote

Σ8 = {ω I s - 1 ^ I aiά{ώ) \ ̂  s; i, j - 1, 2, . . •, N} s = 1, 2, . . .

Since aiά(ω), 1 ^ i, j ^ N, are almost everywhere finite functions (they
belong to L (Ω, μ<)) the set ΣQ — Ω — (JΓ=I Σ9 is a null set (it does not
matter with respect to what measure because all the measures μk =
xϊE( )xk\ 1 ^ k ^ N are finite and equivalents. Now, let us remark
that (i) insures the exsistence of a subsequence of the sequence
{a{if(ω)} converging to a^iω) a.e. In order to simplify the notation
we shall continue to denote this subsequence by {a^(ω)}. By a
theorem of Lusin (see [5, Corr. ΠI-6-3]) the sequence {a{$(ω)} con-
verges μ-uniformly to aiό{ώ) i.e., there exists a sequence of sets
Ωm c Ω; m = 1, 2, such that Ωo = Ω — (Jm=i ®m is a null set and
{a{if(ω)} converges uniformly to aiά{ω) on every set Ωm. Also with no
loss of generality we can assume that they are disjoint. Thus for
every s = 1, 2, and m — 1, 2, we can find an integer n(s, m)
such that

I a\f(ω) I < 8 + 1 n S w(β, m); 1 ^ i, i ^ iV; ω e β m n ^ 3 .

Consequently, for every Borel set δ and s, m = 1, 2,

lim AnE(δ f]Ωmf] Σs)xk - AE(δ f)ΩmΓ\ Σ8)xk k = 1, 2, . . . , JV .

Since

= Σ E(δf\Ωmf] Σs)xk Λ = 1, 2, , NΣ
8,m~l

it follows from (ii) that

lim AnE(δ)xk = AE(δ)xk fc = 1, 2, , N.
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Using (1.2) we can see that lim^^ Anx = Ax for a; in a dense set of
X. Thus by (ii) lim^oo Anx = Ax; x e X.

In conclusion we have proved that every sequence of operators
An e Ξ; n = 1, 2, satisfying (i) and (ii) has a subsequence converg-
ing strongly to A. If the original sequence does not converge strongly
to A, then we can find a vector x e l , a number ε > 0 and a sub-
sequence {An.} such that || An.x — Ax || ^ ε; i = 1, 2, . This fact
contradicts the existence of a subsequence of {An} which converges
strongly to A.

The next theorem is a straightforward consequence of the preced-
ing discussion and [11, Th. 2.2],

THEOREM 5. Let A, An e Ξ; n = 1, 2, have the matricίal repre-
sentation {aiά(ω)) and (alf(ω)); n — 1, 2, . Then {An} converges
strongly to A if and only if conditions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled.

Let us now reproduce some unpublished results and proofs con-
cerning measure theory (Lemma 6 and Theorem 7) which are due to
M. 0. Rabin.

To every 0 < u < °o f let us define a total order on the complex
plane as follows. If z1 = xx + iy1 and zλ = x2 + iy2 are two complex
numbers, then, there exist two real numbers vι and v2 such that

y . = uxj + vd; j = 1,2 .

We shall say that zz is greater than z1 with respect to the order
(u) if v1 > v2 or if v1 = vz then y1 < yΔ. It will be easy to see that
this order is a lexicographic one with respect to the straight lines
having the same inclination u.

LEMMA 6. Let μ be a positive countable additive measure on
the measure space (S, Σ) and P(s, z) = Xf=0 £fc(s)zfc; ^(V) = 1; s e S a
polynomial whose coefficients are μ-measurable functions. Denote
by ζu(s) = xu(s) + iyu(s) the greatest root of P(s, z) with respect to
the order (u). Assume that it lies on the straight line.

(3.1) y = ux + v(s) se S .

Then, the set Gu of all s e S for which there are at least two different
roots of P(s, z) on (3.1), is μ-measurable.

Proof. Put

^ - Us))3' divides P(s, z) andl . i< ό < xr
(z - ζ.(8))^ does not divide i t ! ' = ° = #
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Since ζu(s) is a measurable function (see the proof of [10, Lemma
3.1]) the sets S, ; 1 ̂  j ^ N will be measurable. Denote

This will be a new polynomial whose coefficients are also measurable
functions on S3 . If ζu>j(s) = xU}j(s) + jyu>j(s) is its first (greatest)root
with respect to the order (u) then ζU)j(s) is, in fact, the second
different root of P(s, z)\ s e S3 . Thus

Gu n Sd = is I 8 G £. J^iίiLlJ^ίfi = Arctg4
I αw(s) - a W f i (s) J

^ j ^ JV

are measurable sets since ζu(s) and ζM>i(s) are measurable functions on
Sj; lSJ^N. Therefore Gu = Uί=i (<?• Π Sy) is measurable too.

Now, we can prove Rabin's theorem.

THEOREM 7. Lβ£ μ be a positive σ-finite countable additive
measure on the measure space (S, Σ), P(s, z) = Xf=0 ^A;(s)̂ fc; ^ ( s , ίδ) =
Σik=oC{kn)(s)zk; cN(s) = c^](s) = 1; w = 1, 2, polynomials whose coef-
ficients are μ-measurable functions such that

lim c{

k

n)(s) = ck(s) 0 ̂  k < N

for a.e. s e S. Then, there exist an arrangement {d(s), ζ2(s),
of the roots of P(s, z) and {ζ[n)(s), Qn){s), , ζ(^(s)} of the roots of
Pft(s, z); w = 1, 2, ŝ c/^ ί/tαί ζΛ(s), ζi%)(s); 1 ̂  h ^ N are measurable
functions and

(3.2) lim ζi '(s) = ζh(s) 1 ̂  λ ^ ΛΓ

/or a.e. s e S.

Proof. To every order (u); 0 < u < oo, define ζM(s) and ζin)(s) be
the greatest root of P(s, z) and PΛ(s, «) respectively. As we have
pointed out in the proof of the previous lemma, they are measurable
functions. Denote

Du = {s\seSlimζ^(s) Φ ζu(s)} .
n—>oo

Then DuczGu. Indeed, if s$Gu then ζu(s) is the unique root of
P(s;z) which lies on the right most line (3.1) which contains a root
of P(s; z); therefore, the second different root of P(s; z) will lie on
a line y = ux + v'(s) where v'(s) — v(s) = d(s) > 0. Now, describe
circles around the roots of P(s;z), each one of radius 0 < ε < cZ(s)/3.
According to [13, p. 125-126], there exists an integer w(e, s) such
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that for n Ξ> n(e, s) the roots of Pn(s; z) will enter the circles (in
every circle there will be a number of roots of Pn(s; z) equal to the
multiplicity of the center considered as a root of P(s, z)). Thus
ζiw)(s); n ^ n(e, S) will be necessarily in the circle around ζu(s) and
consequently, sg Du.

Hence, it should be observed that it suffices to prove that there
exists at least one number u; 0 < u < co such that μ(Gu) = 0 since
the same process can be applied to

P(s; z)

z - Us)
and continued until the N roots are found.

The measure u is σ-finite, i.e. there exists a sequence of disjoint
measurable sets {Sr} such that S = UΓ=i Sr and 0 < μ(Sr) < oo γ =
1, 2, . If we suppose that μ(Gu) > 0; 0 < u < oo then we can find
an integer 1 S r < °o such that μ(Gu n Sr) > 0 for u e U where the
cardinal power of U is ^ . Split U into ^ disjoint sets Ua\ each of
them having the cardinal power ^ . One can easily see that for
every a there exist two sets Gu, Π Sr and Gu,, Π Sr,\ u', u" e Ua, whose
intersection has a positive measure. Since we have ^ pairs of such
sets, by applying the same proceeding to the above-mentioned inter-
sections we shall be able to get ^ sequences; each of them consisting
of four sets Gu Π Sr whose intersection has again a positive measure.
Repeating the process L times (L = 1, 2, •••) we shall insure the
existence of a finite sequence of sets {Guι n Sr}; 1 5* I <s 2L such that

Γlϋi (Guι Π Sr) Φ 0 i.e. Γiti GuιΦ 0 . If we choose L with 2Z > ( ^ )

and s0 G Π ί i G^ then there are 2L different straight lines and on each

of them there exist at least two roots of P(s0; z), i.e., we have a con-

tradiction.

THEOREM 8. Let Ane Ξ; n — 1, 2, be a sequence of spectral
operators converging strongly to an operator A. Let G ( , An) denotes
the resolution of the identity for An. If there is a constant K such
that || G(d, An) || ^ K; n — 1, 2, , d e Borel sets, then A is spectral
{of type N). Moreover, the sequence of the scalar parts of An con-
verges strongly to the scalar part of A and the same assertion holds
with respect to the nilpotent parts, real parts and imaginary parts
(see Foguel [8, Th. 1 p. 59]).

Proof. Let (ai3(ω)), (a\f(ω)) be the respective matricial represen-
tations of A and An. By Theorem 5 the sequence {a\f(ω)} converges
in measure to ai:i(ω) for all i, j = 1, 2, , N. Hence we can find a
subsequence which converges almost everywhere to ai3(ω). For sim-
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plicity of the notation we shall continue to denote this subsequence
by {a[f(ω)}.

Now, for ωeΩ, let

P«(ω, 0 = Σ c£ '(α>)ζ* n = l,2,".

be the characteristic polynomials of the above mentioned matrices
One can easily see that

(3.3) l im c{

h

n)(ω) = ck(ω) 0 ̂  h ^ JV

for a.e. ωe Ω. Thus, according to Theorem 7, there is an arrange-
ment of the roots {d(ω), ζ2(ω), •• , ζ Λ (ω)} of P(ω, ζ) and one of the
roots {ζί >(ω), ζ<»>(ω), , ζ$(ω)} of Pn(a>f ζ) such that

(3.4) lim ζ™(ω) - ζA(ω) 1 £ Λ g iV

for a.e. ωeΩ. In order to prove the theorem we shall need to find
a decomposition of the type (1.3) for (α^ (α))) and (a[f(ω)) that will
have some additional properties.

Consider the (finite) class of all partitions π of the set of integers
{1, , N}; thus 7Γ is a collection Δu , JMπ) of nonempty disjoint sub-
sets of {1, , N} whose union is {1, , N}. We write j — &(modπ)
if j and k are both in the same subset of {1, , N} of π.

Define Wπ = {ω \ ζk(ω) — ζt(ω) whenever k — l(mod π)}. For each
7Γ, Wπ is measurable: it is simply the zero set of

Σ Σ \ζk(ω)-ζt(ω)\

minus the zero set of

Π Π I C*(ω) - C,(ω) I .
Jβπ keΔ

Further, the various Wπ are disjoint. Now define

Wπ,m = \ωeW,\\ ζk(ω) - ζι{ω) \ > 1 if k Φ ί(mod π)\ .

Then Wπym is increasing in m, is measurable and Um=i W ,̂» = ^ .
Now let S be a subset of Wπ on which the convergence of {ζ{

h

n)(ω)} to
ζh(ω); l^h^N is uniform. Then there is an integer n(S, π, m) such that
I Cί }(ω) - ζh(ω) I < 1/lOm; h = 1, , N; ω e S Π T7π,w; n ^ Λ ( S , TΓ, m),
so that for ωeSn Wπ,m, \ ζ{

k

n)(ω) - ζ\n)(ω) \ < 7/10m implies that k =
Z(modττ). Since Wπ,m are increasing in m we have
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(3.5)

uniformly for ωe S f)Wπ,m whenever k = l(modπ). For each class
Λ8eπ; 1 ̂  s ^ n(π) choose the first integer hs and call ζhs(ω) = zs(ω);
ω e Wπ. Then

{aiό{ω)) - Σ zs(ω)εs(ω) + ~V{ω) ω e Wπ

as in Lemma 3.2 of [10].
For n < n(S, π, m) the decomposition of (αg}(ω)) will be arbitrary

while for any given n ^ n(S, π, m) the class dseπ will be decomposed
further to get all the different eigenvalues of (a[f(ω)). Then

« Σ K)(){)() () S

where z(

r

n)(ω); r e As are ζ^(ft)); fc e J s without repetitions. According
to (3.5) we get

(3.6) \*{ϊ\ω)-z{Λ<»)\~-->Q

uniformly on S Π Wx,m, whenever k = l(moά π).
Now, define a new sequence of matrices by

(3.7) (a$(ω)) - Σ z[n)(ω)e^(ω) + ̂ Γ{n)(ω) ωeSnWπ,m
s=l

in which z(

s

n)(ω) = ̂ ( ω ) where hs is the first integer of the class Δs

and ε^{ώ) = Σreάg ε{

r

n\ω).
Since An\ n = 1, 2, are spectral operators, by Theorem 1 there

exist projections E{

s

n) e £? corresponding to the matrices e{

s

n)(ώ) and
satisfying

(3.8) || Eln) || ^ 321/MikfoZ n = 1, 2,

Hence, we can define the operators

A ΣΣ ΓΊ 17..J + ̂ KE{S Π

n = 1, 2,

where i?s

U) = Σreάs ^rn) and it is easy to see that Xsί)wπ,m(^Wiι

j

)(ω) is
the matricial representation of An and by (3.8)

(3.9) supl l iJI < oo .

Moreover, in view of (3.6), [5, Th. IV-10-10] and (3.8)

(3.10) lim (Άn - An)x - 0 xeE(Sf] Wπ>m)X
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thus,

(3.11) lim Άnx = Ax

On the set S Π Wπ,m the matrices ε^ω) and είn)(ω) can be calcu-
lated as follows (see [11, p. 687]). Let Q(z) and Qn(z) be the poly-
nomials

Q(z) — dQ + dfi + + d,

such that

Q»(gi '(ω)) = 1

Q(«,(α>)) = 0

Qn{zf\ω)) = 0 2 ^ i ^ %(π

Q«"(2y(o))) = 0

QT{zγ]{ω)) = 0 1 ^ j ^ %(τr); 1 ^ p ^ iV

Then

Λ = 1, 2, .

Let us observe that the coefficients <£{ and ώ<M) are given by the same
rational function of Zj(ω) and z("\o)) respectively; thus by (3.6)

(3.13) lim d\n)(ω) = dt{ω) 0 ^ i ^ w(τr)(iV + 1) - 1

for a.e. ω e S n ^ , O T . Using (3.11) and Theorem 5 we can see that
the sequence (a^iω)) converges in measure to α4ί (ω) (on the set
S Π Wxtm). Thus, by (3.12) and (3.13) we get

(3.14) limeί »(ω) = e^ω) a.e. a e S f l Wπ.u .
n-*oo

By (3.8) || Ein)E{S Π ̂ , m ) || S S2Nv/~NπM0

2K, therefore, using Theorem
5 for the sequence {Eίn)E(S Π Wπ,m) - Eίn+P)E(S n Wπ,m)}\ p ^ 1 we can
see that {Ein)E(S Π ̂ , w ) } is a strongly convergent sequence. Define

Lλx - lim E±n)E{S U TF^Jα? α? e X.

Then Z^nτrff,m(^>)^i(^) is the matricial representation of L1#

Now, let us observe that in view of [5, Cor. III-6-3] one can
choose among the various sets S Π Wπ,m a sequence of disjoint sets,
denoted by {£?r}, such that (Jr=i Ωr — Ω. As we have seen, for every
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r there is an operator Eltr (noted before by Lx) such that

Eurx = limEίn)E(Ωr)x xeX

and χΩr(ω)ε1(ω) is a matricial representation of EUr. Put

R
v~^ TΓf 73 "1 Q

l.β — 2 J -^l.r > i ί — 1, ώ, .
r=l

Evidently, by (3.8)

\\FLR\\ ^ JUP^

= sup

= sup

R

r=l

where δs are measurable sets. Put

Then, E1 is a bounded linear operator defined on a dense set of X
and it has an unique continuation on the whole space X; clearly, its
matricial representation is ε^ώ) i.e. by Theorem 1, A is spectral.

Now, in order to prove the last statement of the theorem, let
us see that according to (3.6) and (3.13)

a.e. ωeS n Wπ>(3.15)

But (3•8)

n—*oo s = l

implies

sup
n,s,S,π,m

z{

s

n)(ω)ε{

s

n

||(ί«-(.

»(ω)
»(JΓ)

= Σ ^s(^)ε

β = l

.(ω)

sn

Hence, the sequence of the scalar parts of the operators Άn converges
strongly to the scalar part of the operator AE(S n Wπ,m) when n -> co.
In (3.10), it was show in essence that the sequence of the scalar parts
of AnE(S Π WXtm) and Άn have the same strong limit. Thus

lim Π Wκtm)x = ΓΊ Wπtm)x xeX;

where An = ^ + ^ n = 1, 2, , A = ^ + ^ ^ and ^ , ^ are the
respective scalar parts and ^Vn, Λ" the nilpotent parts. It follows
that {S^nx} converges to S?% for x in JB((JΓ=I βr)^" (which is a dense
subset of X) and further, since {||^||} is a bounded sequence (as a
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consequence of the uniform boundedness of the resolutions of the
identity), the sequence {Sζ} converges strongly to S^. It should be
mentioned that in fact we have proved only the existence of a sub-
sequence of {S^n} which converges strongly to £fm Repeating the
arguments used in the last part of the proof of Theorem 5 it may
be shown that the whole sequence {S^ converges strongly to Sf.
Consequently, {^AQ converges strongly to Λ" too.

Now, we remark that if an operator is given by

then it is spectral and its real part in the sense of Foguel [8, Th. 1,
p. 59] is given by

Σ= Σ (JRe zs(ω)E(dω)JEs ,

and we can finish the proof by the same method used for scalar
parts.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor S. R.
Foguel for his guidance and kind encouragement.
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